Identifying and controlling the emergence of antimicrobial resistance (AMR) is a high priority for researchers and public health officials. One critical component of this control effort is timely detection of emerging or increasing resistance using surveillance programs. Currently, detection of temporal changes in AMR relies mainly on analysis of the proportion of resistant isolates based on the dichotomization of minimum inhibitory concentration (MIC) values. In our work, we developed a hierarchical Bayesian latent class mixture model that incorporates a linear trend for the mean log 2 MIC of the non-resistant population. By introducing latent variables, our model addressed the challenges associated with the AMR MIC values, compensating for the censored nature of the MIC observations as well as the mixed components indicated by the censored MIC distributions. Inclusion of linear regression with time as a covariate in the hierarchical structure allowed modelling of the linear creep of the mean log 2 MIC in the non-resistant population. The hierarchical Bayesian model was accurate and robust as assessed in simulation studies. The proposed approach was illustrated using Salmonella enterica I,4,[5],12:i:-treated with chloramphenicol and ceftiofur in human and veterinary samples, revealing some significant linearly increasing patterns from the applications. Implementation of our approach to the analysis of an AMR MIC dataset would provide surveillance programs with a more complete picture of the changes in AMR over years by exploring the patterns of the mean resistance level in the non-resistant population. Our model could therefore serve as a timely indicator of a need for antibiotic intervention before an outbreak of resistance, highlighting the relevance of this work for public health. Currently, however, due to extreme right censoring on the MIC data, this approach has limited utility for tracking changes in the resistant population.
Identifying and controlling the emergence of antimicrobial resistance (AMR) is a high 3 priority for researchers and public health officials. A critical component of this control 4 effort is surveillance for emerging or increasing resistance, as evidenced by the number 5 and scale of surveillance programs around the world [5] [6] . The aims of these 6 surveillance programs are to enable detection of emerging resistance in a timely manner Resistance Monitoring System (NARMS) surveillance program and swine samples from 66 the Iowa State University Veterinary Diagnostic Laboratory (ISU VDL). The human 67 data consisted of Salmonella I,4, [5] ,12:i:-tested with ceftiofur (TIO) and 68 chloramphenicol (CHL). The swine data included Salmonella I,4, [5] ,12:i:-tested with 69 TIO. Our applications revealed some interesting patterns in the Results Section. 70 Simulation studies showed that our model was accurate and robust in the estimation of 71 the mean log 2 MIC in non-resistant populations, the linear temporal trend in Our hierarchical Bayesian model for detection of linear temporal changes in AMR must 80 take into account the censored nature of the data and the underlying mixed distribution 81 of the observations. The commonly used approach for analysis of two-fold serial dilution 82 observations is to transform to base 2 logarithm. To account for censoring statistically, 83 each observed MIC value was assumed to represent an interval of true MIC values 84 rather than a single discrete point value. With the following notations, Table 1 explains 85 the conversion between the observed log 2 MIC values and a continuous scale interval 86 (l ij , u ij ) for each isolate and each antibiotic. drawn, where i = 1, 2, ...I, and j = 1, 2, ..., n i . Here, I is the total number of years, and 92 n i is the total number of isolates tested in the ith year. complexity to the model via regression of the yearly mean log 2 MIC towards a line. For 120 the resistant population, we assumed a flat line and that yearly randomness arose model (described below): a positive result implies that the AMR is increasing with time, 124 while a negative result implies that the AMR is decreasing with time. We used the real 125 data for such a model with two levels and showed that the linear trend model was able 126 to quantify the year effect observed in the year-to-year mode. Based on the notations 127 and assumptions described in the beginning of the Methods Section, the construction 128 procedure of the hierarchical Bayesian latent class mixture model with censoring and 129 linear trends is described as follows:
where i = 1, 2, ..., I; j = 1, 2, ..., n i . The variable before the pipe ("|") was modeled with 131 some distribution parameterized by the variable(s) behind the pipe. Ber(p) denotes a 132
Bernoulli distribution with probability p, and N (β, σ 2 ) denotes a normal distribution 133 with mean β and variance σ 2 . In the ith year, the jth isolate comes from the resistant 134 population with probability p i and from the non-resistant population with probability 135 1 − p i . The parameters β 0i represent the mean log 2 MIC for the non-resistant group in 136 ith year, and the parameters β 1i represent the mean log 2 MIC for the resistant group in 137 the ith year. The variances for both components, σ 2 0 and σ 2 1 , were set as invariant 138 across the years, because we expected the spread of the observations within one 139 population to be consistent over time. So far, the model allowed estimation of the mean 140 log 2 MIC for each year but has not imposed any constraints on the yearly means.
141
Considering the heterogeneity of bacteria isolates in the MIC dataset, due perhaps to 142 different sampling collection methods from year to year or different labs used to test 143 isolates (e.g., CDC NARMS dataset contains data collected from multiple institutes), a 144 hierarchical modeling strategy was adopted to borrow information about mean log 2 MIC 145 values across years and to integrate uncertainty from each individual year.
146
Based on the descriptive naïve means of log 2 MIC in the non-resistant population, we 147 proposed to incorporate a linear trend into the model above to describe the temporal 148 changes of the mean log 2 MIC in the non-resistant group for the organisms and 149 antibiotics that appeared to be candidates for formal assessment of a linear pattern.
150
First, we modeled the yearly mean log 2 MIC of the non-resistant population by 151 introducing the hyper-parameters γ 0 and γ 1 , with a simple linear model as follows:
where i = 1, 2, ..., I. i iid ∼ N (0, τ 2 0 ). Time (year) was used as a covariate with t i = i. For 153 the first year of our observation t i = i = 1. This is equivalent to
where µ 0i = γ 0 + γ 1 t i . Second, we modeled the yearly mean log 2 MIC of the resistant 155 population, using the hyper-parameter µ 1 which is a constant: Further modeling of the first level, i.e. Eq (1) and Eq (2)), involved addition of more 167 hyper-parameters in the hierarchical structure for the proportion of the resistant 168 population in the ith year, p i . This parameter was modeled with a normal distribution 169 through a logit link function:
Let Θ be the vector of all unknown parameters (γ 0 , γ 1 , µ 1 , θ, τ 2 0 , τ 2 1 , σ 2 0 , σ 2 1 , ν 2 ) T ; f be 171 a generic expression for probability density function (pdf) or probability mass function 172 (pmf). Also, y * = (y * 1 , ..., y * I ), where
.., β 1I ); p = (p 0 , ..., p I ); i = 1, 2, ..., I.
174
The joint likelihood function was used as follows:
Based on densities and masses from Eq (1) to Eq (7):
For Eq (9), our latent variables y ij and c ij were integrated (summed) over their 177 possible range (values) to obtain the likelihood function of the observed data. In 178 Eq (10), the mean and proportion parameters were also integrated over their supports. 179 Eq (11) shows the derivation of the likelihood of latent variables and parameters from 180 the data model.
181
Prior distribution for hierarchical model parameters 182 The full Bayesian analysis required a joint prior distribution of all unknown parameters 183 in the model. In our model setting, the vector of unknown parameters was 184 Θ = (γ 0 , γ 1 , µ 1 , θ, τ 2 0 , τ 2 1 , σ 2 0 , σ 2 1 , ν 2 ) T .Furthermore, we assumed independent prior 185 distribution for each parameter. The inverse gamma distribution was assigned to each 186 variance of the data model and hierarchical part, due to their positive supports:
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Non-informative prior was assigned to each of the linear parameters and mean 188 parameters of the hierarchical part, because we did not have sufficient prior knowledge 189 about these parameters. Their supports are described as follows:
Using the Bayesian rule, our goal was to obtain samples and draw inference from the 191 posterior distribution, which can be expressed based on densities from (8) to (13):
.
The posterior distribution did not have a closed form, and we illustrated the sampling 193 approach in the following section with some real data applications. Our proposed hierarchical Bayesian latent class mixture model with censoring and linear 244 trend was implemented using the MCMC Gibbs sampling method. The Gibbs sampling 245 algorithm was adapted for censorship in a finite mixture model [19] [20] . The algorithm 246 of the Gibbs sampler is provided in S1 Appendix. All computation was implemented 
263
Ten thousand iterations were performed, and the remaining 6,000 iterations after the 264 4,000 burn-in iterations were collected to make inferences. The parameters in the model 265 were estimated by the mean of posterior distribution. The 2.5 th and 97.5 th percentiles 266 of those 6,000 samples of posterior draws were used for determination of the 95% 267 credible interval (CI). Table 2, Table 3, and Table 4 provide the point and interval 268 estimates for the mean log 2 MIC for both resistant and non-resistant populations, the 269 proportions of the resistant population; Table 5 provides the same set of information for 270 the intercepts and slopes of the linear trends. These estimation results are also shown in 271 Fig 2, Fig 3, Table 2 , Table 3, and Table 4 . Table 5 . Among all the above-mentioned estimates, the estimates for the yearly mean 289 log 2 MIC (β 0i ) and the linear parameters (γ 0 ,γ 1 ) of the non-resistant population are of 290 the greatest interest, as the main objective of our study was to use the proposed model 291 to detect linear temporal changes in AMR in the susceptible group. Ifβ 0i shows an 292 increase over time and the estimated slopeγ 1 is positive, then this result could signify 293 increasing resistance for the organism to the antibiotic. The estimates for these 294 parameters are also presented in Fig 2, Fig 3, and Fig 4 for Based on these results, we concluded that an intervention for use of CHL for Salmonella 314 I,4,[5],12:i:-in human is suggested to prevent a possible outbreak of resistance if the 315 linearly increasing pattern is allowed to continue in the following years.
316
In the example of Salmonella I,4,[5],12:i:-tested with TIO in the CDC NARMS 317 dataset, we found an insignificant slope estimation, with a 95% CI of (−0.0168, 0.0844) 318 (second row in Table 5 ). Despite the notion the true value of the slope parameter is 319 within an interval that contains zero, our best estimation was positive, and the major 320 coverage of the CI was greater than zero. No organism exhibited resistance to TIO 321 above the threshold in 2012, reflecting a rapid decrease from more than 5% in 2011.
322
This phenomenon was accompanied by a stable MIC increase in the non-resistant 323 population.
324
For the ISU VDL dataset, we detected a significantly increasing pattern in the 325 non-resistant means for Salmonella I,4,[5],12:i:-tested with TIO, with a 95% CI of 326 (0.0049, 0.2713) (third row in Table 5 ). As shown in Fig 4, the 95% CI of the estimated 327 regression line (the shaded area) is rather wide compared with those in Fig 2 and Fig 3, In order to assess the performance of the proposed hierarchical Bayesian latent class 335 mixture model with censoring and linear trend, a simulation study was conducted based 336 on the CDC NARMS-CHL example. In our model, the parameters of interest were 337 γ 0 , γ 1 , µ 1 , θ, τ 2 0 , τ 2 1 , σ 2 0 , σ 2 1 , and ν 2 . In the simulation study, these parameters were 338 pre-determined according to the estimation results from the example and were denoted 339 with a "hat" on the Greek letter. Also, we simulated the same number of observations 340 for the ith year as the total number of isolates (n i ) in the CDC NARMS-CHL dataset. 341 The data generation process is described in the following steps.
342
For i = 1, 2, ..., I; j = 1, 2, ..., n i ; and t i = i: according to its value. We previously defined l ij and u ij to be the lower bound 357 and upper bound of y ij . For CHL, the starting dilution was 2 mg/ml, and the 358 ending dilution was 32 mg/ml for both serotypes. This indicated that if 359 y ij ≤ log 2 (2), then it will be left censored as y ij ≤ 1 with l ij = −∞ and u ij = 1.
360
Similarly, if y ij > log 2 (32), it will be right censored as y ij > 5, with l ij = 5 and 361 u ij = ∞. If log 2 (2) < y ij ≤ log 2 (32), then y ij will be interval censored with l ij as 362 its nearest integer to the left and u ij as its nearest integer to the right. This 363 censoring operation corresponds to step 7. 
, where y * ij represents rounding up to the nearest 366 integer.
367
End of simulation. 368 As a single set of observed log 2 MIC (i.e., y * ij ) could be generated by completing 369 steps 1 to 7, we simulated 100 datasets by repeating the above procedure 100 times.
370
With each simulated dataset, estimation was conducted using the proposed hierarchical 371 Bayesian model, which produced a set of estimations:p i ,β 0i ,γ 0 ,γ 1 , etc., for 372 i = 1, 2, ..., I. In order to assess the performance of our hierarchical Bayesian model, two 373 metrics were calculated. The first was the mean bias over the 100 simulations, and the 374 second was the root of mean squared error (RMSE). Mean bias measures how close the 375 estimations are relative to the true parameter values, while RMSE measures the 376 variation of estimates around the true parameters. Table 6 shows the mean bias and 377 RMSE for the yearly parameters, and Table 7 shows the mean bias and RMSE for the 378 linear parameters. The mean biases and RMSE for p i , β 0i , γ 0 , and γ 1 were very close to 379 0 compared with the magnitude of their own estimations, indicating precise and robust 380 estimations for the most relevant parameters utilizing our proposed model.
381

Discussion
382
Our goal with this study was to address a deficiency in the available approaches for The parameter p i represents the proportion of the resistant population, and β 0i represents the mean log 2 MIC in the non-resistant population of the ith year. The parameters γ 0 and γ 1 represent the intercept and slope of the linear trend in the proposed model. population. In this way, we were able to quantify the linear pattern in the mean 408 log 2 MIC in the group of isolates that are often undervalued by researchers. Compared 409 with regressing the mean log 2 MIC to a constant in the non-resistant population, a 410 linear trend with a non-zero slope provided a better fit to the datasets and satisfied our 411 model assumptions.
412
Our model relied on several assumptions. We assumed normal distributions for 413 resistant and non-resistant populations. This assumption was supported by the 414 observed MIC distribution for the examples used in this paper; however, under violation 415 of this assumption, non-parametric methods, such as spline fitting, could be used to 416 replace the normality assumption [1] . For both resistant and non-resistant populations, 417 we also assumed invariant variances across years, following the principle of parsimonious 418 models. This assumption could be important when there are observations from many 419 years but not enough observations within each year. In addition, we assumed that the 420 proportion of the resistant population was independent across all years. We also 421 assumed the mean log 2 MIC had independent errors in the linear model and the 422 constant mean model in the sub-populations. Violation of this assumption would 423 require inclusion of a correlation structure in the proportions or the errors terms.
424
In conclusion, we proposed a framework of analysis of longitudinal log 2 MIC data 425 using a Bayesian hierarchical approach with linear trend. We not only estimated the 426 mean of log 2 MIC values properly and accurately but also detected a significant linear 427 increase in the mean log 2 MIC in the non-resistant population for some given organisms 428 and antibiotics, potentially signaling the need for intervention. Additional directions 429 from this proposed framework include studying the correlations among multiple 430 antibiotics, between human and animal resistance, and between different surveillance 431 programs for the same population. In addition, analysis of the relationship between 432 clinical interventions and the MIC responses to the interventions based on these models 433 is of interest.
434
Supporting information S1 Appendix. Gibbs sampling procedure. The Gibbs sampling procedure was conducted as described here. We used " · | · " to denote full conditional distribution unless otherwise specified. This parameter is the distribution of what is before the pipe and is conditional on all other parameters involved in the model. In the following steps, j = 1, ..., n i , and i = 1, ..., I.
1. Obtain draws of latent continuous variable y ij from censored observation y * ij using the inverse cumulative distribution function (inverse CDF) method. By observing y * ij , we sampled from the full conditional normal distribution with the boundaries l ij and u ij . To be more specific, the three censoring situations are discussed below:
• When y * ij is interval censored with limits l ij and u ij , y ij is updated via
where Φ is the CDF function of standard normal distribution, and Φ −1 is the inverse of the CDF function. U is a random draw from U nif (0, 1). • When y * ij is left censored with limits l ij = −∞ and u ij , y ij is updated via
• When y * ij is right censored with limits l ij and u ij = ∞, y ij is updated via
2. Draw samples of c ij from their full conditional distribution
where h ij = piΦ1(yij |β1i,σ 2 1 ) (1−pi)Φ0(yij |β0i,σ 2 0 )+piΦ1(yij |β1i,σ 2 1 ) , describing the chance for an observation to be from the resistant population. φ(y|β, σ 2 ) represents the probability density function of a normal distribution with mean β and variance σ 2 .
3. Sample the intercept parameter γ 0 in the linear part from its full conditional distribution γ 0 | · ∼N (m 0 , ν 0 ),
where ν −1 0 = I
